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BEWARE!

Scam mers are out there!
Stay secure from trending scams
Learn how to protect your personal
information.
Scammers may pose as people or
businesses you know and may appear to
be your bank, a utility, a phone provider,
or even a friend or relative.
Keep your codes and passwords private
Unsolicited requests are typically scams
and most companies will never contact
you to ask for these. Plus, don’t
trust caller ID — it’s not always who it
says it is.
Validate requests to transfer money
If you receive an unfamiliar call,
computer message, text or email asking
you to transfer money, beware. Verify
you’re sending to a trusted recipient by
calling the number on your card, a
recent bill or receipt, or by visiting an
official website.

Beware of technology “fixes”
Be wary of unknown requests to
download apps or messages claiming to
“fix” issues. Apps can give scammers
access to your personal information.
Know the red flags
The most common types of scams will
target you through fake emails, text
messages, voice calls, letters or even
someone who shows up at your front door
unexpectedly. No matter which technique
the scammer uses, you may be:
• Instructed to not trust your bank, or to
respond to questions in untruthful ways
• Pressured to send money
• Threatened with law enforcement action
• Told to purchase gift cards and provide
codes as a form of payment
• Asked to cash a check for a stranger or
send money via wire transfer or Zelle®

• Asked to deposit a check that overpays
for something you're selling, then send
the difference elsewhere
If you authorize a transfer or send money
to a scammer, there's often little that can
be done to help get your money back.
Know the scams
Scammers use different tactics to get
victims to fall for their schemes. In
some cases, they can be friendly,
sympathetic and seem willing to help.
In others, they use fear tactics to
persuade a victim. Select the scam
type from the following list to see a
typical message from a scammer and
the red flags that should cause you
concern.
Know the best ways to avoid being
scammed
Don’t respond: If you’re not 100%
certain of the source of the call, email or
text, then hang up the phone, don’t click
on the link in the email and don’t reply to
the text message.
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Don’t trust caller ID or answer
phone calls from unknown
numbers: If you recognize the
caller ID but the call seems
suspicious, hang up the phone.
Phone numbers can be easily
spoofed to appear to be from a
legitimate caller.
Don’t give out your
information: Never provide any
personally identifiable
information unless you’re
absolutely certain the person and
reason are legitimate. Remember:
your bank will never ask you to
send them personal information
such as an account number,
Social Security number or Tax ID
over text, email or online.
Research and validate:
If the individual or organization
seems suspicious, make sure the
request being made is legitimate
by calling the organization
through an official number from
their website or consulting with a
trusted family member or friend.
Remember:
The IRS, Social Security or
Medicare will never call you
unless you first called them and
are waiting for a call back from
them. If they need to contact you,
they will mail you a letter.

New Jersey’s Plastic Bag Ban Details and Q&A
Details
• Plastic carryout bags can no longer be
given out or sold in any store or restaurant
except woven plastic tote bags with
stitched handles.
• Paper bags cannot be given out in
supermarkets or big-box stores that have
grocery sections.
• Foam food containers, including clamshell
boxes and coffee cups, can no longer be
given out. Plastic straws are available only
upon request.
• The new law does not stop people from
using plastic bags. It only bans stores from
giving them out.

Q&A
Q – So, can I still line my trash cans with
these bags?
A – Yes.
Q – Can I still pick up my dog's poop with
my old bags?
A – Yes.
Q – Can I bring them to the store with me
and shop?
A – Yes, unless for some reason the store
has its own set of rules.
You can do whatever you want with these
bags after May 4.

Q – Can I still buy plastic garbage bags?
A – Yes.
The law targets only carryout bags, not bags
for sale.
Q – Do we have to bring our own bags for
clothing and houseware purchases?
A – It depends on the store.
The plastic bag ban applies to all stores
regardless of what they sell.
The paper bag ban applies only to
supermarkets. So any store that is not a
supermarket — a department store,
clothing boutique, electronics store — can
still give out paper bags if they so choose.
The best advice: When in doubt, bring a
reusable bag.
Q – I get my groceries delivered or via
curbside pickup. How will they be packed?
A – Supermarkets have limited options
here, since they essentially cannot give out
any bag for free.
Many will likely use a reusable bag and
charge customers. Some may be able to put
them in free cardboard boxes in which the
stores get deliveries.
Instacart, one of the biggest delivery
services in the U.S., plans to use reusable
bags and charge customers for them, a
spokeswoman said.
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Q – Why can't I pay for a paper bag at a
supermarket, as is allowed in New York
City or California?
A – The ban on paper bags being given
out at supermarkets is what makes New
Jersey's law the most stringent in the
nation.
Supermarkets, which have a formidable
lobbying force in Trenton, fought to ban
paper bags in return for supporting the
plastic bag ban as the bill was being
debated and rewritten over several
years.
Supermarkets did not want the
additional expense of providing paper
bags, which cost three to four times
more than plastic, are heavier to
transport and take up more storage
room.
New York City and California stores
charge a minimum of 5 and 10 cents
respectively for paper bags.
Paper bags can still be given out for free
in any other kind of store in New Jersey.
Q – If restaurants can’t have foam
containers, how will a customer take
home leftovers?
A – The law is very specific on this.
It only bans polystyrene foam
containers, commonly referred to as
Styrofoam.
It does not ban hard plastic containers.
Restaurants can also use more

environmentally friendly cartons that
biodegrade.
The ban includes food containers,
plates, hot or cold beverage cups, meat
or vegetable trays, cutlery, and egg
cartons made from polystyrene.
Q – Can I still recycle other plastic bags?
A – Yes.
Unlike New York City, supermarkets in
New Jersey are not required to take back
old plastic bags.
But many do.
Large chains including ShopRite and
Acme say they will continue to have bag
bins near their entrances and exits for
customers to dispose of old bags or
bags that aren't exempt, such as:
Meat department, produce and deli
bags.
Pet store, dry cleaning, pharmacy and
newspaper bags.
Recycled plastic bags are often used in
composite deck material, such as the
kind you find on many newer Jersey
Shore boardwalks.
Q – Can I put my plastic bags in my
curbside recycling bin?
A – No.
Some towns even impose fines if they
find carryout plastic bags in the
curbside recycling.
Q – Why can’t I put the bags in my
recycling bin?

A – Plastic bags can easily get caught in
sorting machines, causing a recycling
plant's entire operation to temporarily
shut down while workers remove them.
Q – My business has a ton of leftover
plastic bags. What do I do with them?
A – While businesses can't give plastic
bags out to customers after May 4, they
can do whatever they want with them
between now and then.
As for getting rid of them responsibly,
the state Department of Environmental
Protection has no plan to collect bulk
inventories of plastic bags.
Businesses should refer to county and
municipal recycling programs, some of
which have drop-off locations for plastic
bags, said Larry Hajna, a DEP
spokesman.
Hajna also suggested donating plastic
bags to food pantries, which were
recently given a six-month extension to
use plastic bags.
Q – Is the new law posted online?
A – Yes.
The DEP has set up an email address
and phone number to answer questions
from residents and businesses:
singleuseplastics@dep.nj.gov
Click
and 609-984-4250.
A real human being answered when
called during business hours.
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No April SJAUG Meeting
Due to the lack of a
Host for the April 23rd meeting
there will be no meeting in April.
Our next meeting will be
May 28th at 10 a.m.
We look forward to seeing you then!
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How to Turn Off the “Sign in with
Google” Prompt on Websites

How to Deal With the MacBook
Pro Notch

Understanding Mac Mail Signatures

Mahesh Makvana, Howtogeek.com

Dennis Sellers, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Certain websites show a “Sign in with
Google” prompt to help you quickly sign
in to that website. If you’re sick of this
prompt, there’s a way to disable it from
your Google account’s settings menu.
Here’s how.

Have problems with the notch on the new
MacBook Pros? I don’t. After using my
new laptop for an hour, I didn’t even
notice it. However, there is a workaround.

Setting up email signatures in Mac Mail
can be confusing as signatures you create
may not seem to be available after you
create them. Learn how to create and
manage your signatures, set default
signatures, and choose alternatives.

How to Reset Mac NVRAM, SMC,
or PRAM
Reuben Evans, eshop.macsales.com/blog

If you're experiencing problems with your
Mac, an NVRAM ret, a PRAM reset, or
SMC reset might be the solution. We
show you how to reset PRAM.

How to Hide / Blur Your Home on
Google Maps & Apple Maps
OS X Daily

If you’re creeped out or bothered by the
Street View cameras for Google Maps
and Apple Maps taking pictures of your
house, you can request for Google Maps
or Apple Maps to hide, blur, and censor
the address.
Did You Know?
The pattern of stripes on a tiger are as
unique as our fingerprints and every
tiger has a slightly different pattern.

Picking the right Drive Format: ExFat
is not your Friend

Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

How to Find Downloads on a Mac

Jeff Greenberg, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

This is all about drive format and, mainly,
why ExFat is not your friend. The TL: DR?
I'm going to suggest you only use ExFat for
transferring between computers - not as
an active access use. Use HFS+ (macOS
Journaled) if you're on Mac systems; use
NTFS if you're on Window systems.

If you’ve downloaded a file through a
browser like Safari or Chrome on your
Mac, you might be confused about where
the file ended up. Luckily, there’s a
typical place to look first, and we’ll help
you find it.

How to Enable Disappearing
Messages in WhatsApp on iPhone
OS X Daily

Some privacy conscious WhatsApp users
may wish to enable disappearing
messages for a particular text message
thread or conversation. By turning on the
disappearing messages feature, the
messages in the chat will vanish
automatically from all parties in the chat,
at the specified time frame. Let’s see how
you can make messages disappearing
automatically in WhatsApp on iPhone,
iPad, or any other device.

Quickly Open Control Center on Mac
or iPad with a Keyboard Shortcut
OS X Daily

Mac users can quickly open Control
Center in macOS with the help of a
keyboard shortcut. And to make matters
even better, the same keyboard shortcut
works to open Control Center on any iPad
using a keyboard too. If you’re a frequent
Control Center user on MacOS or
iPadOS, you should appreciate this tip.

Did You Know?
Bruce Springsteen’s nickname, “The
Boss”, is derived from an old joke
among his bandmates. Springsteen took
on the task of collecting the band’s
nightly pay from their early gigs and
distributing it to his bandmates.

How to Recover an Apple ID
Password
Steve Sande, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Have you lost your Apple ID password?
Recover access to your important
accounts and services by learning about
recovery options.

Why Is It Called TikTok?
Joe Fedewa, Howtogeek.com

TikTok has catapulted to the top of the
social media world in a short time. People
love easily digestible videos and the
algorithm learns your taste quickly.
“TikTok” is a household name now, but
where did that name come from?

Tweaking OSX Screenshots
Jeff Greenberg, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Tips on how to make OSX screenshots
smarter than ever before. Shoot directly
to mail, messages, or the clipboard!

Should You Buy the Mac Studio?

Why Do Some Computers Need Fans?

Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

As part of the transition to Apple’s own
in-house custom silicon, the company
has started filling some gaps in its
lineup. This includes a new powerful
small form factor desktop machine
called the Mac Studio.

Computer fans can be annoying—they’re
often noisy, and they collect dust. While
most desktop and laptop computers rely
on fans, smartphones and tablets don’t.
Why? We’ll explain.

Adding a Shared iCloud Folder to the
Mac Finder Sidebar
Steve Sande, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Here's a tip inspired by a reader on how to
add a shared iCloud folder to the Mac
Finder sidebar. It's surprisingly easy to do!

How to Reset Mac NVRAM, SMC, or
PRAM
Reuben Evans, eshop.macsales.com/blog

If you're experiencing problems with your
Mac, an NVRAM reset, a PRAM reset, or
SMC reset might be the solution. We
show you how to reset PRAM.

What’s Connected to Your Mac?
System Information to the Rescue
Jeff Greenberg, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Ever plug something into your Macintosh
and the item doesn't show up? System
information to the rescue!

How to Set up a Custom Email Domain
in macOS Monterey iCloud Mail
Dennis Sellers, eshop.macsales.com/blog

With macOS Monterey, you can upgrade
to iCloud+, personalize your iCloud Mail
address, and invite family members to
use the same domain with their account.

How to Password Protect Pages,
Keynote & Numbers Documents
on Mac
OS X Daily

Do you want to make sure your
important documents created in Pages,
Keynote, or Numbers are safe and
secure? If so, you may want to encrypt
them with a secure password, which will
protect the document from
unauthorized access. If you’re looking to
password protect your iWork
documents, macOS makes it pretty easy.

Did You Know?
One of the defining characteristics of
most Ben & Jerry’s ice cream flavors is
the texture—many of the company’s
numerous flavors have nuts, fruit,
chocolate chunks, or other highly
textured items in them. A big reason
behind this is the influence of co-founder
Ben Cohen’s anosmia (inability to smell)
and near-loss of taste, as Ben prefers
chunky foods with distinct textures.

What Is the Mac Terminal?
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

Every Mac user hears about the Terminal
app from time-to-time. What is the
Terminal and do you need to know how
to use it? Take a quick look at the
Terminal, how it works and why some
Mac users need it, but most do not.

10 Fun Things You Can Try On
Your Mac
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

Your Mac comes with all sorts of fun
hidden things you can try. Capture funny
photos and videos of yourself, play
drums, listen to radio stations from
around the world, lose at chess, and
much more.

Building a Table Of Contents In
Mac Pages

How to Check Storage on Your Mac

Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

How to check the free space of storage on
your Mac—whether it's directly in the
finder or in the "About this Mac" section.

Learn how to use the Table Of Contents
function in Mac Pages. This can
automatically grab the headings from your
Word Processing document body text and
place them in a formatted table of contents
with page numbers. The table of contents
will update as you edit your document, and
will be clickable in PDF exports.

How to Remove the Shortcuts Menu
Bar Icon on Mac
OS X Daily

If you want to remove the entire
Shortcuts menu bar icon, you’ve
probably already tried dragging the item
out and removing it the typical way, only
to find it not disappear. It turns out if you
want to remove the Shortcuts menu bar
item on MacOS, you’ll need to take a few
extra steps.

3 Ways to Open a Link in a New Tab
Joe Fedewa, Howtogeek.com

Having a bunch of tabs open is a
trademark feature of web browsing. If you
don’t want to leave the current tab, you
can simply open links in new tabs. We’ll
show you how to do it in any desktop
browser.

Jeff Greenberg, eshop.macsales.com/blog

How to Check How Much RAM Is in
Your Mac
Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

Working memory, or RAM, is one of the
few components you can customize when
buying most Macs. If you have too little,
your Mac might be sluggish. Here’s how
to check how much RAM your Mac has.

How to Record, Then Change
QuickTime Playback Speed in macOS
Monterey
Dennis Sellers, eshop.macsales.com/blog

QuickTime player in macOS Monterey
natively supports different playback
speeds. Let’s look at how to record
videos, then change the playback speed.

How to Use Universal Control With a
Mac and iPad
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

The Universal Control feature has arrived
with macOS 12.3 and iPadOS 15.4. Universal
Control lets you combine your Mac and
iPad into a unified system, controlled by a
single keyboard and mouse with limited
drag-and-drop features.

How to Set Up Custom Mouse
Pointers in macOS Monterey
Dennis Sellers, eshop.macsales.com/blog

With macOS Monterey, you can
customize the outline and fill color of the
mouse pointer. This makes it easier to
when the pointer moves.

Seeing red outlines when you
navigate macOS? Here’s why
Glenn Fleishman, Senior Contributor, Macworld.com

You may have turned on a feature in
Accessibility to create this mystery.

How to connect an Apple USB
SuperDrive to a newer Mac
Glenn Fleishman, Senior Contributor, Macworld.com

Some docks and adapters allow the
SuperDrive to work, but it might be
cheaper to just buy an up-to-date CD/
DVD drive.

How to type the Pi (π) symbol on a
Mac or iPhone
Michael Simon, Executive Editor Macworld

You can easily write the word pi and
everyone knows what you’re talking
about, but it’s way cooler to write the
symbol π. It’s one of the most
recognizable symbols in mathematics but
it’s not found on any standard keyboard.
On a Mac it's easy to find if you know
where to look.

Did You Know?

To escape the grip of a crocodile’s
jaws, push your thumbs into its eye
balls. It will let go of you instantly.

How to adjust a Mac’s overall sound
volume and alert volume
Glenn Fleishman, Senior Contributor, Macworld.com

While not a hidden setting, it can make a
big difference in avoiding missing beeps
or having them blast you out of your
headphones.

How to Use Universal Control on Mac
& iPad
OS X Daily

Universal Control allows a single mouse
and keyboard on a Mac to control
additional Macs and iPads, simply by
dragging the mouse cursor over to those
screens or devices.

Add Notes To Passwords On Mac
And iPhone
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

A new feature in macOS 12.3 and iOS/
iPadOS 15.4 is the ability to add notes to
password entries. You can use this to
store extra information about an account,
or to create secure text notes inside of
the iCloud Keychain.

Save Space On Your Mac By
Temporarily Uninstalling Apps
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

Apps use a lot of space on your drive. If
there are some apps you rarely use you
can always uninstall them, knowing that
it is fairly easy to reinstall them when
you need them.

How to Keep the Menu Bar on Mac in
Full Screen Mode
OS X Daily

Full screen mode on the Mac defaults to
hiding the menu bar, and while you can
swing your cursor to the top of the screen
to reveal the menu bar, some Mac users
may prefer to have the menu bar always
visible when in full screen mode. If you’d
like to keep the menu bar always visible,
follow along to see how to make the
appropriate settings adjustment.

Did You Know?

“String cheese” can be made from
different types of cheese, but is
typically made using low-moisture
mozzarella cheese (in the U.S.) that
has been heated to 140 degrees
Fahrenheit (60 degrees Celsius)—that’s
the temperature at which the milk
proteins in the cheese align, making it
possible to peel the “strings” off the
main body of the cheese.

How to Leave an iPhone Group Chat
on Messages
Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

If you’re stuck in a group chat on an
iPhone, it’s possible to leave the group if
everyone is using iPhones (or Apple
Messages) to communicate. Here’s how
to do it—and tips on what to do if you’re
stuck in an SMS group text instead.

How To Use The iPhone Files App
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

The Files app on your iPhone or iPad is
like the Finder on a Mac. You can use it to
find, open, and organize your files. You
can also preview documents and perform
other functions. If you are looking to get
work done on your iPhone or iPad, it is
important that you know your way
around the Files app.

Did You Know?
There’s a full-scale styrofoam replica of
Stonehenge located in Virginia called,
appropriately enough, Foamhenge.

Easy Data Entry with Numbers Forms
Steve Sande, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Gather data easily on iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch using Numbers. We show you how to
create a form to make data entry a snap.

HDR Headaches: When Your iPhone
Supports HDR, But Your System
Doesn’t
Jeff Greenberg, eshop.macsales.com/blog

iPhone HDR (High Dynamic Range)
headaches? This tech tip helps you
understand HDR from the iPhone and–
how to fix it when it goes wrong.

How to Share Reminders on iPhone & How to Disable Automatic Updates
on HomePod Mini
iPad
OS X Daily

Do you want to share a reminder, or a list
of reminders with someone? Perhaps,
you may want to send a shopping list to
your a roommate, or a to-do list to your
colleague? Sharing Reminders is pretty
easy to do from the iPhone and iPad,
provided the person you’re trying to send
to has an Apple account.

OS X Daily

Do you want to stop your HomePod Mini
or HomePod from installing updates
automatically? Perhaps you prefer to
manually update HomePod. Fortunately,
Apple gives users the option to disable
automatic updates for the HomePod mini
and HomePod, if desired.

How to Send WhatsApp Message
Without Saving Contact on iPhone
& iPad
OS X Daily

Have you ever wanted to quickly send a
message on WhatsApp to a random
phone number that you haven’t added to
your contacts? And perhaps you just
want to send that text through WhatsApp
without adding them to contacts? You’ll
be happy to know this is possible, with a
bit of a workaround, thanks to

Can’t Draw with Finger on iPad?
Here’s Why!
OS X Daily

If you’re an iPad, iPad Pro, or iPad Air
user, and you are trying to draw with your
finger on the iPad on Notes app (or
elsewhere with Markup) but find that it’s
not working, there’s a simple explanation
and solution to this problem.

How to remove a previous owner’s
Apple ID from a used iPhone, iPad, or
iPod touch
Macworld Staff, macworld.com

If you buy a used iOS device, make sure
the previous owner has deactivated
Activation Lock.

How to Set Up Universal Clipboard
for macOS, iOS, and iPadOS

iPhone SMS Messages Aren’t Green
for the Reason You Think

Dennis Sellers, eshop.macsales.com/blog

Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

The Universal Clipboard feature in
macOS, iOS, and iPadOS allow you to
copy content such as text, images,
photos, and video from one Apple
device to another.

Every year we see new articles
grumbling about green chat bubbles in
Messages for iPhone. Many treat the
bubbles as a way to label Android
owners as outcasts, but the truth is
much more mundane. We’ll clear things
up by taking a brief look at the history
behind the green labeling for SMS text
messages.

Why You Should Use Your
Smartphone Without a Case
Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

Common wisdom says that you
should protect your precious iPhone
or Android smartphone with a case.
For some, it’s a good idea. But there
are some strong reasons why most
people might not need to. We’ll
explore the options.

Comparing the 4 Ways To Type On
Your iPhone
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

If you have trouble typing quickly on
your iPhone, maybe you haven't tried
some of the other options available.
Instead of typing each letter, you can use
predictive text and swiping to pick up
the pace. Or, you can just dictate. The
best way is probably to combine these
methods as needed.

The New iPhone SE Really Is as Fast
as iPhone 13
Dave LeClair, Howtogeek.com

Apple recently announced a new iPhone
SE with a solid $429 price tag. What’s
surprising is that it includes the A15 chip,
which is the same one found in the
current iPhone 13. So how does the
iPhone SE do in benchmarks?

How to Mark All Emails as Read on
iPhone, iPad, and Mac
Sandy Writtenhouse, Howtogeek.com

Many things are easy and obvious on
Apple devices. But every so often you
come across something that isn’t. If you
want to mark all your emails as read on
iPhone, iPad, and Mac, and clear those
indicators, here’s how.

Did You Know?
To get the iconic scene in The Shining where
Jack Nicholson smashes through the door
with an ax picture perfect, Kubrick devoted
three days to filming it and Nicholson
ultimately destroyed sixty doors.

The Best MagSafe Accessories for
iPhone of 2022
John Bogna, Howtogeek.com

If you just bought a new iPhone, now is
the time to grab some MagSafe
accessories for it. You can get anything
from chargers and portable batteries to
car mounts and wallets that attach via
MagSafe magnets.

How Do Motherboards Affect
Performance?
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

A computer’s motherboard is perhaps
the least sexy component next to the
PSU, which means users often ignore it in
favor of components such as the CPU or
GPU. So the question is, can skimping on
a motherboard cramp performance?
Did You Know?
The name Wendy was made up for the
book “Peter Pan.”

What Is iMessage, and How Does It
Differ From SMS?
Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

The Messages app on the iPhone, iPad,
and Mac is different from the SMS texting
service supported by cell carriers. Here’s
a look at what’s special about iMessage.

Have You Cleaned Out Your iPhone’s
Lightning Port Recently?
Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

Most iPhones are now water and dustresistant, but there’s one area that’s still
susceptible to the elements: the charging
port. Cleaning out your Lightning port
can prevent or solve problems with
charging, so it’s a good idea to check and
clean it now and then.

How to Use Face ID With a Mask on
iPhone
Chris Hoffman, Howtogeek.com

You can now use Face ID with a mask
This is true Face ID: Your iPhone will look
at the physical features around your eyes
to authenticate you, so it’ll work if you’re
wearing a mask. Here’s how to use it.

How to Change the IP Address on
iPhone
Mahesh Makvana, Howtogeek.com

Two ways to change your iPhone’s IP
address. We’ll show you both ways

Did You Know?
Beer and wine bottles are often
brown or green to reduce spoilage
caused by exposure to light,
especially ultraviolet light.

How to Use Universal Control on Mac
& iPad
OS X Daily

.How to Unlock Your iPhone With an
Apple Watch

Universal Control allows a single mouse
and keyboard on a Mac to control
additional Macs and iPads, simply by
dragging the mouse cursor over to those
screens or devices.

Justin Duino, Howtogeek.com

Check Out The New Emoji In iOS 15.4

Compared to a traditional fingerprint or
Touch ID sensor, Apple’s Face ID unlocks
your iPhone automatically by scanning
your face. Unfortunately, it doesn’t
normally work when you’re wearing a
mask. Thankfully, there’s a workaround if
you own an Apple Watch.

Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

How to Change the Time Zone on
iPhone
Mahesh Makvana, Howtogeek.com

Your iPhone automatically sets the
appropriate time zone using your
location, but if you want, you can
manually change the time zone by
entering your city’s name. Here’s how to
do that.

4 cool hidden apps you didn’t know
were on your iPhone
Tamara Palmer, Macworld.com

Your iPhone has secret apps. Do you
know how to find them?

Apple will be including new smileys, hand
gestures, symbols and more with iOS 15.4,
iPadOS 15.4 and macOS 12.3. Check them
out and learn what it could mean when
someone sends one to you.

How To Undo On The iPhone
Gary Rosenzweig, MacMost.com

While it is easy to Command+z on a
computer to undo, it isn't obvious how to
undo on an iPhone. But there are actually
5 methods including a set of tap gestures,
and some apps include an undo button.

iPhone Notifications Not Working?
8 Fixes
Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

Are your iPhone notifications not working
as you expect? Here’s how to check
whether you’ve set them up correctly, how
to troubleshoot software problems, and
understand what else could be wrong.

Your Wi-Fi Info Is in Google and
Microsoft’s Databases: Should
You Care?

How Does an EV Battery’s Charge
Compare to a Tank of Gas?

How to Clean a Mousepad

John Bogna, Howtogeek.com

Chris Hoffman, Howtogeek.com

There are clear environmental benefits to
driving an electric vehicle (EV). But will it
leave you stranded between charging
stations? Here we’ll look at how an EV’s
battery range compares to a tank of gasoline.

Mousepads are high-traffic surfaces that
get dirty and need cleaning, just like your
keyboard and mouse. Not only does a
dirty mousepad look gross, but it may also
affect tracking and make your movements
less accurate. Here’s how to clean one.

Did you know that Google, Microsoft, and
even Apple have big databases of nearly
all the Wi-Fi networks in the world? It’s
true, and your information is in those
databases. You can take action—but
should you even care?

What Are Heirloom Seeds, and
Should You Plant Some in Your
Garden?
Elyse Hauser, Lifesavvy.com

With people staying at home more over
the last few years, gardening has really
boomed. If you’re planning a spring
garden, you might see packs of “heirloom
seeds” at the store and online, but what
exactly are they?

That Paypal Balance on Social Media
Was Faked, Here’s How
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

You may have seen people posting
screenshots of their PayPal balances with
incredible amounts reflected. While the
screenshots are really of the PayPal page,
the amount has been faked! These
balances are used for scams, but anyone
can make them.

Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

How to Correctly (and Safely) Clean
Your Waffle Maker

How to Clean a Computer Mouse

Anne Taylor, lifesavvy.com

Whether you use an optical mouse or an
“old-fashioned” mechanical mouse, these
processes shouldn't take more than just a
few minutes of your time.

A well-maintained waffled maker will last for
years and create delicious golden-brown
creations every time. Here’s how to correctly
and safely clean your waffle maker.

Jeremy Mercer, wikihow.com

Why Is a Computer Mouse Called a
Mouse?

How Attackers Actually “Hack
Accounts” Online and How to Protect Joe Fedewa, Howtogeek.com
Yourself
The computer mouse is a peripheral that
Chris Hoffman, Howtogeek.com

People talk about their online accounts
being “hacked,” but how exactly does
this hacking happen? The reality is that
accounts are hacked in fairly simple ways
–attackers don’t use black magic.
Did You Know?
In 2010, Apple sold its 10 billionth song
through the iTunes Store. The song was
Guess Things Happen That Way by
Johnny Cash and the purchaser received
a $10,000 iTunes gift card.

seems to have been around forever. If you’ve
ever touched a computer, you’ve probably
used one. But why the heck is it called a
“mouse,” anyway? That’s a good question.

Firefox 97 Is Under Attack, Update
Now to Protect Yourself
Dave LeClair, Howtogeek.com

To fix two active vulnerabilities currently
being exploited in the wild. If you’re a
Firefox user, you’re going to want to
update as soon as possible to make sure
your browser is secure.

What Is Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS)? How to Find and Delete Old Emails
in Gmail
Albert Bassili, Howtogeek.com
The double-edged sword of living in the
modern world is that everything can connect
wirelessly, which often leaves us open to
easier attacks. WPS can help mitigate that
risk for those who aren’t tech-savvy with a
simple push of a button on your router.

How to Add More Ethernet Ports to
Your Router
Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

While most of us rely on wireless at home,
wired internet is often a better choice. The
only catch is that most home routers only
have a handful of ports Adding more ports
is easy, but there are a few things to
consider when setting things up.

Mute Microphone Automatically
When Joining a Zoom Meeting
OS X Daily

If you spend a lot of time in and out of
Zoom meetings, you may have
experienced an awkward situation where
someone’s microphone is defaulting to
being unmuted. Here’s how to set Zoom
to automatically default to muting your
microphone whenever joining a Zoom
meeting on iPhone, iPad, Mac, Android,
or Windows.

How to Check If Your Neighbors Are
Stealing Your Wi-Fi

Sandy Writtenhouse, Howtogeek.com

Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

Inbox cleanup is a chore most don’t
enjoy. But if you don’t stay on top of
things, you can end up with a mess of
outdated, unneeded emails. We’ll show
you how to quickly find and delete old
emails in Gmail.

You may be suspicious that a neighbor is
using your Wi-Fi without permission.
Maybe you gave out the password once,
or your internet connection seems slower
than normal. Here’s an ironclad way to
tell if someone is stealing your Wi-Fi.

How to Create an Email Signature in
Gmail on the Web

How to Stop Your Neighbors From
Stealing Your Wi-Fi

OS X Daily

Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

If you use the Gmail web client from a web
browser, no matter what device you’re on,
you may be interested in making an email
signature for use with Gmail.

If you gave out your Wi-Fi password or
host an open Wi-Fi access point and your
neighbors are siphoning away your
bandwidth—possibly putting you in legal
jeopardy as well—it’s time to put a stop
to it. Here’s how.

Why Is My Lawn Covered in
“Spiderwebs” In the Spring?
Jason Fitzpatrick, lifesavvy.com

If you live in an area with heavy snowfall
you might have noticed a really curious
thing in the spring. When the snow melts
your lawn is covered in what looks like
tiny fine spider webs. But it’s not
webbing, it’s mold! Here’s what to do.
Did You Know?
More than half of the coastline of the
entire United States is in Alaska.

What Is Integrated Graphics?
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

Integrated graphics refers to a GPU
(Graphics Processing Unit) that’s built
into the same package as the CPU
(Central Processing Unit.) In
enthusiast computer circles integrated
graphics is often derided, but this
approach to GPU design has many
important advantages.

Did You Know?
Heat, not sunlight, ripens tomatoes.

What Is Frequency Separation in
Photography?
John Bogna, Howtogeek.com

Frequency separation is a Photoshop
technique that allows for more control
over photographic retouching work. It’s
predominantly used to touch up skin,
but can also be used on other elements
of an image.

How to Get Started with Video
Editing: A Beginners’ Guide
Josh Edwards, eshop.macsales.com/blog

There’s no denying that video is the most
powerful format when it comes to
delivering your point, message, or story,
and the pro tips for video editors you’ll
find in this post will help get you started.

What Are Wi-Fi Standards, and Why
Are They Important?
Albert Bassili, Howtogeek.com

While Wi-Fi has become a fundamental
aspect of our lives, the way that it works
can be pretty complicated, especially
when talking about different versions or
trying to understand the variations of
“802.11.” So, let’s demystify Wi-Fi
standards and what the letters after
802.11 mean.

What Is Cryptocurrency?
Fergus O’Sullivan, Howtogeek.com

How to Use YouTube’s Video Quality
Settings on iPhone & iPad

OS X Daily
You’ve heard of cryptocurrency: Bitcoin,
Ethereum and Dogecoin. But what is
Do you watch a lot of YouTube videos on
cryptocurrency exactly, and how does it work? your iPhone and iPad? If you’re
someone who likes to fiddle around with
What Is a “Blockchain”?
the video quality settings rather than
Michael Crider, Howtogeek.com
sticking to the one that’s automatically
Blockchain is a concept that makes data set by YouTube, you may have noticed
ultra-secure for specific uses. You’ve
that things have changed in the YouTube
probably heard it in connection with
app on iPhone and iPad.
Bitcoin, but it has applications far
What’s the Difference Between
beyond everyone’s favorite
Archiving and Deleting Emails?
cryptocurrencies. Here’s a quick
Joe Fedewa, Howtogeek.com
explanation of how it works.
When it comes to removing emails,
What’s the Difference Between a
there are two options that nearly
Bitcoin Wallet and an Exchange?
every service has—“Archive” and
Chris Hoffman, Howtogeek.com
“Delete.” It’s a little confusing why
A Bitcoin wallet is basically a software
there are two choices that sound very
program in which you store Bitcoin. An
similar. What’s the difference and
exchange lets you convert “real money”
which should you use?
like US dollars to Bitcoin. Exchanges also
Why You Should Delete Emails
provide a wallet—but you don’t
necessarily have full control of that wallet. Instead of Archiving Them

What Is VRAM?
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

VRAM or Video Random-Access Memory
is the memory a GPU uses to store the
information it needs to render images on
a display. VRAM comes in many forms
and having the right amount and type of
it is crucial.

Chris Hoffman, Howtogeek.com

We’ve all been trained to archive
every email we get. After all, we have
basically infinite storage, and we can
just find all the emails we need with a
quick search, right? Makes sense. But
that’s a trap.

Did You Know?
There are so many kinds of apples, that
if you ate a new one everyday, it would
take over 20 years to try them all.

Why Apple’s Logo Has a Bite Taken
Out of It
Benj Edwards, Howtogeek.com

If you take a look at Apple’s famous logo
design, you might notice a curved piece
missing It’s a bite mark in the fruit—but
why is it there? We’ll explain the history
and meaning behind the bite.

What Makes an Item 'Dishwasher
Safe'?
Emilee Unterkoefler, lifesavvy.com

What does it take to make something
“safe” to go in the dishwasher, and why
can’t some other items go in there at all?

How to Improve Your Apple Watch’s
Battery Life: 12 Tips
Tim Brookes, Howtogeek.com

The Apple Watch should have enough
charge to last you a full day with
moderate-to-heavy use. If you don’t use
it a ton, you might even get more than a
day out of it!
Did You Know?
Brazil got its name from the nut, not the
other way around.

How to Cancel Your Subscriptions
on PayPal

Coffee Taste Weird After
Microwaving? Here's How to Fix It

Mahesh Makvana, Howtogeek.com

Shea Simmons, lifesavvy.com

IPayPal makes it easy to cancel your
automatic subscription payments. Here’s
how to do that on your desktop.

Your coffee has gone cold, but you need
a caffeine fix. Like most people, you
probably head to your microwave for a
quick reheat. However, the process
leaves your coffee tasting weird and
stale, so is there a better way?

How to Delete WhatsApp Media,
Videos, & Photos on iPhone
OS X Daily

If you use WhatsApp as your primary
messaging app, chances are that over
time your photo library can become
cluttered with images and videos from
WhatsApp. This shouldn’t be a concern
however, since WhatsApp makes it easy
for users to manage the content shared
via the app.

How to Change Your Google
Account Name
Mahesh Makvana, Howtogeek.com

If you’ve legally changed your name, or
you’d simply like to use a different name
online, it’s easy to change your account
name on Google. You can do this from
your desktop, Android, iPhone, and iPad.
Here’s how.

What Is GPU Computing, and What
Is It Good For?
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are
designed to render graphics in real-time.
However, it turns out that what makes
GPUs great at graphics also makes them
great at certain non-graphics jobs too.
This is known as GPU computing.

Android Tablets vs. iPads: How Good
Are Android Tablets?
Sydney Butler, howtogeek.com

iPads are the market leader, but the
Android tablet gap is closing and, in some
ways, Android tablets are outdoing the
competition. Let’s look at how the best
Android tablets have to offer you stacks up.

clear that there have been many
successful cases of AirTag abuse, but the
mere fact that people are trying to use
AirTags to stalk others is concerning.

Apple Works to Improve Safety in the
Wake of AirTag Stalking Reports
Our daughter, Autumn was visiting last
week and she was brave enough to take
Jezebel out for daily walks. I say brave
because Jez is almost as strong as that
workhorse. She adores Autumn so much
that they seem to be able to take walks
just like a regular dog. She asked me
why she kept getting messages while on
the walk that an Apple AirTag was
following her. I pointed out the AirTag on
Jezebel's collar
Over the past few months, there has been
a spate of media reports about how
people may have been tracked without
their knowledge using AirTags, Apple’s
elegant location tracker. Like many
mainstream media forays into the tech
world, the reports are often short on
detail and sometimes unclear on the
reality of how the AirTags work. Nor is it

Apple put significant effort into preventing such
abuses, revolving around three features:

• Safety alerts: If you have an iPhone or
iPad running iOS 14.5 or later and an
unknown AirTag is traveling with you,
your device will alert you to that fact.
Although safety alerts aren’t available
for those using Android smartphones,
Android users can download Apple’s
Tracker Detect app to scan manually.
• Safety sounds: After an AirTag has
been separated from its owner for

several days, it will make a sound the
next time it moves.
• NFC identification: If you find an
AirTag, you can hold it up to an iPhone
or other NFC-capable smartphone to
load a website that reveals the
AirTag’s serial number and the last
four digits of the owner’s phone
number. The police can use this
information to learn the owner’s
identity from Apple.
Sadly, those precautions haven’t been
sufficient either to dissuade all would-be
stalkers or to educate potential stalking
victims (and let’s be real—dissuading
stalkers is also a matter of educating
people that it’s unethical, likely
dangerous, and often illegal to abuse an
AirTag in this way). Apple has responded
in two ways, one general, the other
specific to AirTags.
Personal Safety User Guide
Apple documents its products and
services quite well, but the company
tends to generate many focused pages
without much high-level organization. It’s
all too easy to flail around within Apple’s
support documentation looking for help
if you don’t know what search terms are
likely to work. In an effort to mitigate that
problem for issues surrounding personal
Continued on next page

Continued from previous page

☞
safety, Apple has created the Personal

section on AirTag safety doesn’t
explain or link to all the features Apple
provides.
• Safety and privacy tools: The second
section is a bit more generic, providing
support documentation that
encourages you to take advantage of
the features Apple has provided to
protect your safety and privacy.
Among other topics, it discusses
passcodes, setting up Face ID and
Touch ID, using two-factor
authentication, seeing which apps are
accessing your data, blocking
unwanted calls and messages, and
using Emergency SOS.
The Personal Safety Guide ends with three
checklists, each of which walks you through
a series of steps. These are extremely
useful because almost no one would
necessarily know or remember all the
places to check. The checklists help you:
• See who has access to your device or
accounts
• Stop sharing with someone
• Control how someone else can see
your location
The Personal Safety User Guide website
is best when you want an answer to a
specific question, but it doesn’t lend
itself to reading front to back. For that, we

Click

Safety User Guide website, also

available as a downloadable 56-page PDF.

The Personal Safety User Guide brings
together numerous Apple support
articles in two main sections:
• Review and take action: The first
section helps you review how your
devices and apps are set up, with a
focus on settings that could expose
you to harm. It helps you manage
sharing settings, look at location
sharing, control your Home
accessories, and more. You’ll also
learn how to block unknown sign-in
attempts, document suspicious
activity, delete suspicious content,
and avoid fraudulent requests to
share information, among much else.
The main criticism here is that the

recommend downloading the PDF, which
you can read at whatever depth you
desire. But do at least scan the entire
thing to get a sense of what it contains
should you need that information later.
Apple AirTag Announcement
Shortly after releasing the Personal Safety
Guide, Apple also posted a short but
detailed statement on its website. In it,
the company makes it clear that it is
actively
working with
law
enforcement on
all cases
involving AirTag
abuse. Apple
also says that it
has updated its
unwanted
tracking
documentation
to explain
AirTag safety
features more
clearly to users
and to include
resources for
those who feel
their safety is
at risk.
Continued on next page
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Apple also outlined important
advancements that will be coming to the
AirTag and Find My network systems via
software updates later this year:
• New privacy warnings during AirTag
setup: To ensure that everyone
understands the utility of AirTags and
the implications of abuse, people
setting up an AirTag for the first time
will see a message that clearly states
that AirTags are meant to track their
own belongings, that tracking people
without their consent is a crime in
many places, that AirTags are
designed to alert victims to their
presence, and that law enforcement
can request identifying information
about the owner of an AirTag.
• Better alerts for AirPods: Instead of an
“Unknown Accessory Detected” alert
when your iPhone detects Find My
network-compatible AirPods traveling
with you, the alert will specify that
AirPods are involved, not an AirTag.
(There are third-party Find My
network accessories that will still
generate this alert, such as the
Chipolo ONE Spot.)
• Refined unwanted tracking logic:
Apple will be updating its unwanted
tracking alert system to notify users

sooner that an unknown AirTag or
Find My network accessory is traveling
with them.
• Precision Finding for unknown AirTags:
Those with an iPhone 11, iPhone 12, or
iPhone 13 will be able to take
advantage of Find My’s Precision
Finding feature to home in on the
location of an unknown AirTag.
Previously, this capability was limited
to your own AirTags.
• Display alerts with unknown AirTag
sound: When an unknown AirTag
emits a sound to alert anyone nearby
to its presence, and it’s detected
moving with your iPhone or iPad, an
alert will also appear to help you play
the sound again or use Precision
Finding, if available. This should help
when an unknown AirTag is in a place
that blocks sound or if its speaker has
been disabled.
• More obvious AirTag alert sound:
Apple will be adjusting the tone
sequences to make an unknown AirTag’s
alert sound easier to hear and find.
Overall, these changes are welcome, and
it’s a testament to the care Apple took
when designing the AirTag and Find My
network systems that it can make such
enhancements through software updates
—no hardware changes are necessary. It’s

also good to see Apple taking the
problem—however small it might actually
be—seriously and working to reduce it
even further.

Can’t Rotate the Screen on an iPad or
iPhone? Fix the Problem in Control Center
Normally,
when you
rotate an iPad,
the screen
happily flips
from portrait
(vertical) to
landscape
(horizontal)
orientation as
appropriate.
Rotating an
iPhone has the
same effect in some apps, though many
are written to work only in one
orientation. If you ever end up in a
situation where your device’s screen
doesn’t rotate when you think it should,
the reason is likely that Rotation Lock has
been turned on in Control Center. Swipe
down from the top-right corner of your
screen (or up from the bottom of the
screen on a Touch ID iPhone) and disable
the Rotation Lock button You can turn it
on again later if you ever want to prevent
the screen from rotating temporarily.

